History Curriculum Map – a subject overview from YR-6
(detailing the relevant curriculum elements covered)

Year R

Autumn Terms
Personal History /
Remembrance Day
Talk about why things
Finding about the
happen.
past

Spring Terms

Summer Terms
Shipwrecked
Talks about change.
Looks closely at similarities
and differences.

.

This continues to be looked
at throughout the year.
Ask questions about aspects
of their familiar world.
Talks about why things
happen.
Show an understanding of
change over time.

Remembrance Day
Events commemorated
through anniversaries.

Year 1

Neil Armstrong
Significant historical events.
Changes in living memory.
Events beyond living memory
that are significant nationally
or globally

Year 2

Christopher
Columbus
(comparison with Neil
Amrstrong)
Events beyond living memory
that are significant nationally
or globally
Comparison of significant
individuals known for
international achievements.

Our City &
John Pounds

How Food has
changed over time

Significant people and places
in own locality.

(linked to DT)
Changes within living
memory.

Grace Darling
Events beyond living memory
significant nationally.

Lord Nelson &
Battle of Trafalgar
Significant historical event
and person in own locality.

Queen Elizabeth I &
Queen Victoria
Lives of significant people to
compare aspects of life in a
different era.

Walt Disney
Changes within living memory
(animation and toys)

Great Fire of London
Events beyond living memory
significant globally.

Florence Nightingale
& Mary Seacole
Comparison of significant
individuals known for
international achievements.

Prehistoric Britain
Year 3

Learn about changes in
Britain from the Stone Age
to the Iron Age.

Roman Invasion
Learn about the Roman
Empire and its impact on
Britain (outline coverage
only)

Ancient Greece
A study of Ancient Greek
life and achievements and
their influence on the
western world.

Anglo Saxon to
Norman Britain
Learn about Britain's
settlement by Anglo-Saxons
and Scots (outline coverage
only)
Learn about the Viking and
Anglo-Saxon struggle for
the Kingdom of England to
the time of Edward the
Confessor.
Study an aspect or theme
in British history that
extends pupils'
chronological knowledge
beyond 1066.

Year 4

Henry VIII and Tudor
life
Year 5

Learn all about the rise
to power of the Tudors.
Henry VIII, his wives
and the consequences
of his separation from
Rome.
Explore local Tudor
links.

Victorian changes

Year 6

Ch to learn about
Victorian society and
the significant impact
people/events had on
British history i.e
Isambard Brunel/First
railways

World War 2
Learn about WW2
causes and
consequences, focusing
on the impact for
children in Britain.

Hola Mexico!

Darwin’s Delights

Learn about a nonEuropean society that
provides contrasts with
British history - Mayan
civilization

Study an aspect or
theme in British history
that extends pupils'
chronological knowledge
beyond 1066.

